
SAND CLASSIFIER ‐  OMEGA CSB series 
Leader in the design and the manufacturing of sludge 

treatment systems for drinking water, waste water and 

sludge, EMO is present in 5 con nents of the globe and 

holds more than 2500 recommenda ons to its credit 

since the company’s crea on in 1985.  

The sand classifier OMEGA CSB is a highly efficient de-

watering device to separate the sand from raw effluent 

in the municipal sewage treatment plant or industrial 

WWTP.  

The sand classifier OMEGA CSB is ingenious tailor-made 

and effec ve equipment for trapping and se ling sand 

par cles and conveying them well dewatered. 

 

Technical data 

DP‐12‐GB‐E 

The OMEGA CSB sand classifier can handle flows up to 125 m³/h and guarantee separa on from 200 microns with one capture rate 

of 95%. 

The OMEGA CSB classifier combines a very compact unit with an excellent sand capture rate, 

keeping in mind the following key features: 

√ Frame in stainless steel 304L (SS 316 as an op on) 

√ Simple helix, endsha  spiral 

√ Inclina on 25° 

√ Removable trough cover 

√ Inspec on window 

√ Integrated draining valve 

√ Connec ng on flange 

√ Washing spraybar with electrovalve (as an op on) 

Installa ons 

Outdoor installa on Indoor installa on 



A mixture of sand and water is fed through one integrated flange. The mixture then flows down. Solids sink down to the lower sec-

on of the classifier whereas light organic ma er is carried with the water and returned to the wastewater by overflow.  

Heavy par cles are picked up by one especially designed EMO  screw conveyor. This inclined SCV screw conveyor removes par cles 

slowly right to the discharge chute and thus drained by gravity. Classified sand then drops from the screw conveyor into one garbage 

container. 

Opera ng principle 
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